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listen to lisa(if you want to)
Astute advice and prudent perspective about easy eco-living. 

ecolution
of man
The modern theory behind going green.

I’ve decided to turn over a new leaf. A green leaf. My
husband, however, thinks I’ve gone eco-nuts. When I sit the
family down for a “talk” of a new greener way, he stares at me,
scratches his head, then rolls his eyes. I think I even hear him say
“Here we go again” in a muffled voice. I really don’t think I’m
that bad. I don’t want to breed chickens in my backyard and I
don’t want to plant an organic vegetable garden. I’m just talking
small, simple “baby steps.” 

Here are some of my most recent initiatives that he just fails to
grasp… and his “issues” surrounding them.

He won’t take the time to fill out the “tuna calculator” I sent
him from environmental working group (ewg.com). He
LOVES tuna and I’m convinced he’s eating too much mercury.

He doesn’t understand why I have to buy chlorine-bleach-free
diapers at the health food store and sacrifice the “points” I
might get elsewhere or, God forbid, it’s a Saturday and I forego
the “20X the points” campaign. 

He can’t comprehend why I toss out the babyfood jars that
he’s put in my cart and replace them with “organic.” After all,
his were the ones with the blue bonus Air Miles tag waving
below. Don’t I want to go to Hawaii, he asks me?

He complains that no matter how much he scrubs his hair,
his new shampoo won’t lather. 

He’s worried that the new bar of soap I brought into the
shower looks like a moulding piece of cheese.

He’s baffled that I buy nitrate-free turkey that lasts half as
long and I have to go shopping again in two days. 

He shakes his head when he sees half a lemon in a glass bowl
rather than wrapped in saran. (Yes, I threw out my plastic
wrap and Ziploc bags.) 

He considers it a waste of money to buy new glass baby
bottles for our second child when we have “perfectly good
ones” in storage. Yes, the same ones that were recalled for
BPA. I’ll be honest, I don’t even know what it stands for, but
I know when I see those big three letters plastered
EVERYWHERE I know that they can’t be good. 

He starts showing me financial statements when he sees me
pull out a green garbage bag. Did I mention I’m a bit of a
“purger?” Yes, I threw out the microwave popcorn, the
nonstick pans and my kid’s rubber duckies. Yes, their rubber
duckies. I know. I’m a terrible mother. 

Please send your own ecolution stories to ecolution@readmum.com and 
win a chance for a great prize to help you and your loved ones “evolve.”

Q I’ve heard a lot of talk about candles being
toxic and bad for our indoor air quality. Just to
be safe, I’ve stopped burning them in our home,
but what about celebrations? I can’t serve my
child’s birthday cake without him making a
wish and blowing out the candles!

Dear Playing with Fire,

A Candles are one of the overlooked causes of poor
indoor air quality and can affect our health. Paraffin
candles are unfortunately the predominant ones on
our shelves. Why? Because it is very inexpensive –
basically the final byproduct in the petroleum
refining chain… petroleum sludge, if you will. When
paraffin candles are burned, they spew toxins and
soot that is harmful to our health (think second-
hand tobacco smoke). Many conventional candles
have wicks with metal cores that contain lead. Why
would you want that in your cake as everyone
important to you gathers around?

When we buy and burn chemical candles, we are
harming ourselves and our world. When we make
better choices and buy, for example, beeswax
candles, we support beekeepers and bees, and we
help save the world. Pretty simple. Beeswax
candles leave your air fresher and cleaner –
 they are a true air purifier and they are
the only candle for those with chemical
sensitivities or allergies. Also, make
sure to select 100% pure beeswax.
(Candles can be labeled as beeswax
candles even with only 10% beeswax
and many are blended with cheap
paraffin to cut costs.) 

Beeswax may be more expensive, but it
has a much slower burn rate so you’ll
be able to use them over and over
again. (Oh, my aunt will be proud!)

Light, burn safely, blow out. And
repeat often. Celebrate happily, for
you and the world.

Q I’m beside myself with all that is right and
wrong, healthy and toxic. I want to do right by
my family but how do I know what to do, and
what order to do it in? Everyone gives me
different answers and every day there is a new
report of something that we need to avoid or
incorporate into our lives. 

Dear Eco-Overwhelmed,

A Whatever your current eco-sins are, don’t beat
yourself up or feel badly – instead, pat yourself on
the back for even caring to do right. Pick one thing
to focus on at a time. Going green should
overwhelm us… we have done a lot and accepted a
lot that has been (and continues to be) damaging.
Just use your own common sense and choose things
that are a challenge and that involve modifying
habits. But don’t try and tackle the impossible.
Reversing long-standing behaviours and routines is
one of the most challenging things to do (I still
haven’t figured out how to leave my car at home
when five kids need to get to karate in the middle of
a workday without my minivan).

Please remember as you read newspapers,
magazines, blogs, surf through websites and stare

in amazement at TV shows telling you what to
do, what is wrong, what is a false wrong and so

on and so on, that it’s better safe than sorry!
I encourage you to take precautionary
measures when science cannot establish a
cause-and-effect relationship between a
toxin and a health hazard, but can provide
reasonable evidence of harm. Don’t get
caught in the debate and choose to
simplify. If we wait until we’re absolutely
certain, we’ve probably waited too long.
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Buyer beware. Candles can be labeled as beeswax
candles even with only 10% beeswax and many are
blended with cheap paraffin to cut costs.

Please send your nagging questions and concerns about eco-living to lisa@readmum.com. 
If I don’t have the answers, I’ll research them. No concern or question is too small.

Make a wish 
100% pure beeswax is all-natural, non-toxic, non-polluting
and burns clearer and longer than paraffin wax. It can also
help clean the air. 24 HANDDIPPED CANDLES  $3.50
at Pistachio
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